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Con-Steel
Prefabricated Steel Buildings
Con-steel has been designed to enable the creation of single storey
large scale structures without using columns inside the buildings if
required.

General Features










Possibility to design buildings with 12m. truss span without the
need to use columns in middle
Possibility to design buildings with 4mt interior height
The max. distance between axis can be 4m. which provides
flexibility to design buildings according to your request
The system allows designing only single storey buildings
Structure is mainly composed of load bearing columns and
trusses
Electric cabling can be hidden in the panels or maintained inside
cable trays according to your request
Min. 100m² (up to 200m² depends on the project) prefabricated
building components can be transported on a single TIR Truck
Can be disassembled with min. deficiency for later usage
Must be erected on level concrete ground
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Possibility to design buildings with 12m. truss span
without the need to use columns in middle

Possibility to design buildings with 4mt interior height

The max. distance between axis can be 4m. which
provides flexibility to design buildings according to your
request

Technical Specifications
Main
Frame

Load bearing columns and trusses are maintained by
cold-formed steel profiles in different thickness and sizes

Walls

50mm thickness of polyurethane sandwich panels are
used both as interior and exterior walls. The internal and
external surfaces of the panels are covered with 0,5mm
RAL 9002 polyester dyed galvanized metal sheets

Floor

The client is responsible for both the preparation of the
concrete foundation for the steel buildings and the floor
covering. (Both for the material and its’ assembly)

Ceiling

Roof: 0,5mm trapezoidal galvanized metal sheet
Insulation: 50mm glasswool
Covering: 60x60cm sized board aluminum or rock wool
tiles

Doors

Polyurethane paneled PVC/Aluminum doors

Windows

4+12+4 double glazed PVC/Aluminum windows

The system allows designing only single storey buildings

Min. 100m² (up to 200m² depends on the project)
prefabricated building components can be transported on
a single TIR Truck

Structure is mainly composed of load
bearing columns and trusses

Can be disassembled with min. deficiency for later usage

Electric cabling can be hidden in the panels or maintained
inside cable trays according to your request

Must be erected on level concrete ground

